Collective Action: Building Efficient Public-Private Partnerships

EVENT

Why does the draft UNGASS Political Declaration 2021 recognise and encourage the use of anti-corruption Collective Action?

What does Collective Action mean for governments, companies and citizens? Does it work in practice? Is it an efficient way for the public and private sectors to partner? What benefits can it bring?

This panel discussion seeks to inspire, enlighten and engage participants on the scope and possibilities of anti-corruption Collective Action. The speakers will explain how partnerships between the public and private sectors are helping address systemic corruption issues in their countries and sectors.

OPENING REMARKS

H.E. Ambassador Stefan Estermann
Head of the Prosperity and Sustainability Division
Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
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Gemma Aiolfi
Head of Compliance and Collective Action
Basel Institute on Governance

PANEL

• Klaus Moosmayer, Chief Ethics, Risk and Compliance Officer, Novartis
• Cecilia Müller Torbrand, CEO, Maritime Anti-Corruption Network
• Pana Ratanabanangkoon, Project Director, Thai Private Sector Collective Action against Corruption
• Gilbert Sendugwa, Senior Regional Manager, CoST – the Infrastructure Transparency Initiative in Africa

WHAT IS ANTI-CORRUPTION COLLECTIVE ACTION?

Collaboration and sustained cooperation between different stakeholders, which may include combinations of the private and public sectors, civil society and international organisations, to:

- Raise standards of integrity across industries worldwide
- Develop best practice self-regulatory standards within specific sectors
- Solve systemic issues related to bribery and corruption
- Level the playing field between competitors

More information and inspiration on the B20 Collective Action Hub global resource and guidance centre, hosted by the Basel Institute on Governance since 2013.